
Operational update and proposed share capital increase



The presentation is prepared and provided for information purposes only in connection the Company’s share capital increase. This 
presentation is based solely on public information on the Company and information from the Company itself.

The Company, and it’s advisors as applicable, shall not be held responsible for the quality, reliability, or accuracy of the presentation. The 
Company, the Company's employees or it’s advisors as applicable, shall not be held responsible for the information, forecasts or analysis that may 
be included in the presentation or the information provided in connection with it. Neither the Company nor it’s advisors as applicable, assume any 
responsibility for future developments and / or operations will be in line with the presentation. Neither the Company, nor it’s advisors as applicable, 
shall by the delivery of the presentation, or in any other way, be deemed to have assumed any responsibility regarding the information provided by 
the presentation, the criteria on which the presentation is based, or that the results of the presentation are in any way comprehensive, fair and 
complete. Furthermore, the Company shall not be held responsible if the content of the presentation proves to be incorrect in any way in this 
connection.

All recipients of this presentation are strongly encouraged to carry out their own analysis of the events and circumstances of the 
presentation, as well as the Company, and the measures described in the presentation, and to independently evaluate these aspects on the basis of 
such analysis.

Recipients of this presentation are not allowed to share information from the presentation with third parties or make copies of it without a 
written consent from the Company.

Recipients of this presentation shall be deemed to have accepted these terms by accepting this presentation. 

Legal Disclaimer



Where gaming meets growth

Solid Clouds was founded in Reykjavik, Iceland, and 

presently boasts a cohesive and experienced  team of 

approximately 30 team members with game releases across 

multiple genres and platforms. Having released its first PC 

game in 2020, the company is close to Scaling its second game, 

Starborne FRONTIERS.

Starborne FRONTIERS  entered its soft launch phase in 

February 2023 and has since then had multiple updates and 

significant polish. Starborne Frontiers has outstanding 

graphics and gameplay which is garnering notable attention, 

with promising reviews attesting to its potential.

Solid Clouds has built its own technological framework 

enabling accelerated production times, which significantly 

reduces development costs and other associated risk factors 

for its future games. 



Global gaming  market

Resource : Newzoo.com

After realising significant growth in recent years, the global gaming 
market size is on track for $188BN in 2023, targeting $211BN by 2025, 
exceeding the combined revenues of the TV, film and music industries.

Revenues from in-game spending are expected to generate a 
staggering $90BN in 2023 covering 97% of the mobile segment’s global 
revenues.

Video game players in the world in 2023 were about 3.4BN and that 
number is projected to increase to 3.8BN in 2027, where mobile gamers 
are expected to account for the majority of these new players.

Solid Clouds offers free to download mid-core games for Mobile and PC 
focused on in-game spending, targeting North America, Europe, and 
Latin America.



Starborne: Frontiers

Frontiers is a mid-core tactical hero collector where players assemble 
and upgrade fleets to explore and conquer the Starborne universe. 
Players engage in battles with strategic and skillful gameplay on a 
multiplatform experience, which plays well on both PC and Mobile.

Frontiers’ visual style is designed for a Western audience in Gacha style 
monetization and progression systems, that have been popularized and 
well established in games like Summoners Wars, Genshin Impact and 
Raid: Shadow Legends which are among the world's leading mobile 
games in terms of popularity and revenue generation.

User feedback on recent game updates has been 
positive, leading to a notable increase in Google Play 
ratings now at 4.5 with 1.040 votes, where the majority 
of marketing spend is deployed. Current IOS APP store 
rating is at 4.6 with 180 votes.



Soft launch started in February 2023 where the focus was to get 
user data on both Apple and Android devices. 

Many of the key features are completed and the remaining ones 
are well on their way.

We are now in the Stabilize phase which is the final development 
stage. In this phase we are adding new game modes, live 
operations systems and more monetization systems. These 
features will enable us to keep players playing for the long run 
and maximize Starborne FRONTIERS revenue potential. 

Scaling will begin with a large strategic and targeted marketing 
campaign after the completion of the Stabilize phase. Our 
marketing funnel is set to be optimized and ready to scale, where 
initially in the Scaling process we aim to increase our daily installs 
tenfold. 

Development progress
Soft launch learnings
integrated continuously until Scaling, to optimize 
monetization when marketing efforts start
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Average numbers since the start of the soft launch on the 13th 
of February 2023, last updated 20th August 2023.Starborne frontiers kpi’s and player stats



Promising times ahead

Starborne FRONTIERS  already has highly engaging gameplay that readily  

converts new players into paying customers.

Additional content for long term player retention is being developed with a 

clear path towards the full scale marketing efforts of Starborne FRONTIERS.

A PC version is scheduled to go live in Q1 next year enabling broader 

accessibility and improving customer acquisition efforts while reducing 

costs associated with third-party vendors like Apple and Google.

The technical framework and team experience has grown significantly 

during the development of Starborne FRONTIERS and we are equipped and 

ready to explore new opportunities once Starborne FRONTIERS enters into 

live operation. 



The journey ahead to scaling

October

2024 Q2september

Implant system - New player 
progression layer introduced. This 
enables us to seed rewards to new 
game content.

Player onboarding - User experience 
in the tutorial improved and cleaned 
up, improving the new player 
experience.

Live operation - Frontiers is ready 
and future development goals are 
aimed at maintaining live 
operations. 

November

Visual update - In-between chapter 
animations & visual sequence, 
improving the new player experience.

The Abyss -Large content patch 
which adds 30 minutes of daily 
playtime which increases long term 
player retention.

Fusion system introduced - fusions 
are new player goals which can 
improve player retention.

Arena overhaul - An existing social 
game mode improved. Strong social 
systems generally increase 
retention.

December

Summoning events - Multiple new 
events introduced for live operations 
which boost monetization.

New units  - 10 Epic and 5 Legendary 
heroes added. Increased total count to 
115. Extra units should add to the 
player lifetime value (LTV) potential.

January

Expeditions - Additional player 
content which increases long term 
player retention.

Marketing funnel - Ready for scale 
on Google and Facebook.

PC version goes live - marketing 
reach and targeting extended.

February

Guild wars - Internal testing,  a social 
system aimed for long term player 
retention.

Global release - Scaling begins with 
increases to marketing budget and 
influencer campaigns.



Solid Clouds has invested significantly in recent years, with capitalized 
development costs close to ISK 1BN on 30 June 2023. With the proposed share 
capital increase of up to ISK 600 million fully invested, Solid Clouds is sufficiently 
capitalized towards the full Scaling of Starborne FRONTIERS in Q2 2024.

For further information, please see the full financial statement for 1H 2023 at Solid Cloud’s investor relations website.

Financial Highlights

The company estimates following substantial marketing efforts during scaling 
that total revenues will amount to approximately 800 million in 2024. 

Solid Clouds already has a R&D tax credit approved from Rannis for 2022, that will 
be reimbursed in 2H 2023. 



Comparable peer group 

Resource : S&P Capital IQ

Trading multiples from 30.8.2023



Investment opportunity 

First buy conversion rate

3.44%

Avg. daily conversion rate

3.13%

This slide is based on estimated financial information and public trading multiples. Potential investors are strongly encouraged to carry out their own analysis and valuation. 



The future of the gaming market is exciting, demonstrating strong 
growth in an ever-growing sector. Solid Clouds has consistently 
received positive feedback from users, representing the 
accomplishments achieved and driven by the company's experienced 
team.

With the proposed share capital increase in hand, the funds will be used 
to generate revenues as they play a key role in the marketing efforts 
during Scaling. In addition, the funds will support the final stages of 
development of Starborne FRONTIERS by the creation of additional 
game content, ensuring player retention and achieving our revenue 
potential.  

Use of proceeds



appendix



Potential Tax benefits

Related to the issuance, individuals that are residents in Iceland for tax 

purposes and invest in Solid Clouds are applicable for tax deduction from 

their income tax/capital gains base of up to 75% of their investment. 

The minimum investment is 300 thousand and the maximum deductible 

investment is ISK 15 million per individual, not legal entities.

For tax benefits to be valid investors need to hold on to the shares for at 

least three years. If not, the tax deduction is reversed with a +15% 

surcharge on the initial investment.

Investors are encouraged to seek assistance from tax specialists for 

further information. Other conditions from Iceland Revenue and 

Customs may apply. 
See rules here: https://www.skatturinn.is/einstaklingar/tekjur-og-fradrattur/hlutabrefafradrattur/ 

See calculator here: Áhrif skattfrádráttar vegna hlutabréfakaupa í Solid Clouds – GRID

https://www.skatturinn.is/einstaklingar/tekjur-og-fradrattur/hlutabrefafradrattur/
https://grid.is/@asgeir.skorri/ahrif-skattfradrattar-vegna-hlutabrefakaupa-i-solid-clouds-OY_zETBbTi2hhuld6z6BTg


Resource : S&P Capital IQ

Comparable companies analysis

Median EV/EBITDA - 13.9%
Median Fwd EV/EBITDA - 8.2%

From 180 companies in the interactive home entertainment sector


